VITALITY competition winner:
AgVita is pleased to announce the winner of the ‘Where’s AgVita been now?’ competition for the Winter 15
edition of Vitality magazine. Several correct entries were received, and interestingly, we didn’t receive any
wild guesses with incorrect answers in the week following the newsletter. Sadly, no stories of personal
embarrassment were submitted; however our winner has supplied a few laughs.
The picture of course was taken at Waikiki beach, Honolulu Hawaii. The AgVita staff member in the photo
is Craig Newman (attending the biannual ASPAC Conference) and he is standing in front of a statue of ‘The
Duke” (or the Big Kahuna, the father of surfing). We received several correct entries that stated his name
as Duke Kahanamoku – we were hoping for the full name Duke Paoa Kahinu Mokoe Hulikohola
Kahanamoku but no one came through…
An honourable mention goes who Andy in Tasmania who replied within 2 minutes of receiving the
newsletter…. might have caught a swell or two in your younger days AB?
There were also correct answers from Janelle in Kingaroy, Qld, Phil in Tas and Alan in NSW
Good work from Nick in the NT, who had about 4 goes at nailing the name….
However, the winner of this newsletter’s main prize is……....Rob H from WA. Well done Rob, your entry
was correct and interesting. Your prize is coming in the mail soon, enjoy!
Here’s what Rob submitted:
I read through the latest AgVita newsletter. I don't know who the staff member is but the only guess I can
make is that it is maybe Craig Newman as he is the closest one with a moustache that I can see on your
website as a staff contact.
As for where he is, that would have to be under the shadow of the famous surfer who goes by the name;
Duke Kahanamoku. It is on the waterfront of Waikiki beach in Honolulu where I believe there is part of the
beach that has had sand carted in from Australia (so I was told). That was at a time during the war when
the servicemen were on leave.
I guess if anyone is crazy enough to come from Tassie (where the water has icicles on it) along with great
white sharks to boot to go to Hawaii and beat the dukes record of surfing a wave 1.5 miles long he would
have earned a holiday.

Well done to Rob, Andy, Nick, Janelle and all those who entered. Keep an eye out for our next competition,
where the location will hopefully be challenging again.

